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ABSTRACT

The application of deep neural networks to remote sensing imagery is often constrained by the lack of ground-truth annotations. Addressing this issue requires models that generalize efficiently from limited amounts of labeled data, allowing us to tackle a wider range of Earth observation tasks. Another challenge in this domain is developing algorithms that operate at variable spatial resolutions, e.g., for the problem of classifying land use at different scales. Recently, self-supervised learning has been applied in the remote sensing domain to exploit readily-available unlabeled data, and was shown to reduce or even close the gap with supervised learning. In this paper, we study self-supervised visual representation learning through the lens of label efficiency, for the task of land use classification on multi-resolution/multi-scale satellite images. We benchmark two contrastive self-supervised methods adapted from Momentum Contrast (MoCo) and provide evidence that these methods can be perform effectively given little downstream supervision, where randomly initialized networks fail to generalize. Moreover, they outperform out-of-domain pretraining alternatives. We use the large-scale fMoW dataset to pretrain and evaluate the networks, and validate our observations with transfer to the RESISC45 dataset.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The application of deep learning techniques to remote sensing imagery presents many challenges, one of the most important being the scarcity of annotations. Although large amounts of satellite imagery are readily available, curating and annotating them for a specific Earth observation tasks is usually very expensive, time-consuming and requires fine domain expertise. This implies that it is impractical in many real-world contexts to acquire the data needed to effectively leverage classical supervised learning methods. From this perspective, it is necessary to develop label-efficient approaches, i.e., models that are able to learn with few annotated samples. Self-supervised learning (SSL) is a promising approach for this purpose, as it pretrains representations without requiring human labeling. Inspired by the success of recent methods on natural images benchmarks,\textsuperscript{1–5} SSL has been applied in the remote sensing domain to exploit the plentiful unlabeled data, and was shown to reduce or even close the gap with supervised learning and transfer from ImageNet\textsuperscript{6, 7} (IN).

Another common problem in remote sensing is to process images covering various spatial scales, e.g., for the task of classifying land use, where categories can range from individual storage tanks to full harbors. The capacity of SSL methods to generalize from few labels on this important problem was not explored by previous works, to the best of our knowledge.

To address this, in this paper we study self-supervised visual representation learning through the lens of label efficiency, for the classification of land use at different spatial resolutions. We benchmark two contrastive self-supervised methods adapted from Momentum Contrast (MoCo)\textsuperscript{1} to assess their capacity to learn generic, multi-resolution features, which do not need many labeled examples for downstream image classification. We use the large-scale and diverse fMoW dataset\textsuperscript{8} to pretrain and evaluate the networks, and validate our observations with transfer to the RESISC45 dataset,\textsuperscript{9} using diverse evaluation methods and amounts of labels. We provide
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evidence that these methods can be trained effectively in few-label settings that are insufficient for randomly initialized networks to generalize. Thanks to MoCo with temporal positives, when finetuning the pretrained models to RESISC45 with only about 4 examples per class, we reach 5× the accuracy of a classifier trained from scratch. Moreover, with simple linear probing on frozen representations, we surpass from-scratch networks in every label setting on fMoW and RESISC45. Additionally, the MoCo variants applied on fMoW images outperform out-of-domain pretraining on IN by significant margins, despite being pretrained on 3× less data. We also reveal that a basic k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) classifier on the learned representations provides out-of-the-box efficient generalization, and competes or outperforms finetuning with other methods when only few labels are available.

Our main contributions are as follows:

- We experiment with two contrastive SSL methods, MoCo and MoCoTP, on multi-resolution land use classification on the fMoW dataset, and observe their efficiency in terms of annotations required, on the common evaluation settings for representation learning with k-NN, linear, and finetuned classifiers.

- To demonstrate the transferability of the pretrained representations for land use prediction at different spatial resolutions, we study how the models pretrained on fMoW generalize to the smaller RESISC45 dataset, including extremely few images per class.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Self-supervised learning and contrastive learning

SSL methods learn representations of data without relying on manual annotations. It consists in pretraining a neural network to solve a pretext task on unlabeled data, for the purpose of extracting semantic representations that allow for effective transfer to downstream predictive tasks such as classification, segmentation or object detection. In computer vision, the popularity of SSL is due to recent methods that have shown to perform comparably well or even better than their supervised counterparts on natural image benchmarks.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^5\)

Contrastive learning has established itself as the staple framework for SSL of visual representations, with approaches such as MoCo, SimCLR, and SwAV. These methods work by attracting embeddings of pairs of sample images known to be semantically similar (positive pairs) while simultaneously repelling pairs of dissimilar samples (negative pairs). The most common way to define similarity is with the instance discrimination pretext task, in which positives are generated as random data augmentations on the same image, and negatives are simply generated from different images. Thanks to this objective, the encoder learns to encode close representations for different views of the same object instance in an image and distant representations for other instances. In this work, we use the strong contrastive method of MoCo as well as an extension proposed in Ref. 6 that adapts the learning objective to the spatio-temporal structure of satellite imagery.

2.2 SSL in remote sensing

Following their success in computer vision, several works have applied SSL methods to remotely sensed imagery for Earth observation tasks. Ref. 11 was one of the first to use of contrastive learning for remote sensing representation learning. Ref. 12 applies a spatial augmentation criteria on top of MoCo. These works exploit a relevant assumption about the remote sensing domain: images that are geographically close should be semantically more similar than distant images. Another way of making the learning procedure geography-aware is to exploit the spatio-temporal nature of satellite imagery. Ref. 6 uses spatially-aligned images over time to construct temporal positive pairs with MoCo. The resulting temporally-aligned features were shown to improve generalization for classification, segmentation and object detection downstream tasks. In this work, we adopt this model with notable improvements, to study how such temporal invariance can benefit learning from few labels. In the same vein, Ref. 7 proposes a method that learns representations that are simultaneously variant and invariant to temporal changes. One can also exploit the multi-spectral and multi-sensor nature of remote sensing. Ref. 13 applies CMC on multi-spectral images, using different subsets of channels as augmented (positive) views. Ref. 15 extends this to co-located images from multiple sensors, combining different sensor channels to construct positive pairs.
2.3 Label efficiency of remote sensing representations

Acquiring large amounts of labeled remote sensing data is often hard and prohibitively expensive. Surprisingly, few works have specifically studied how models are able to learn to solve Earth observation tasks with few annotated examples. The SSL method of Ref. 7 was shown to be useful for label-efficient transfer learning on multi-label land cover classification on the BigEarthNet dataset.\(^\text{16}\) It was benchmarked on Sentinel-2 image chips from a fixed resolution of 10m and a rather different semantic domain (mainly land cover in natural environments) from the functional land use classification task of fMoW\(^8\) studied in the present work. Ref. 17 shows that in-domain supervised pretraining can improve the performance in low-labeled settings on downstream classification datasets. However, it shows that transfer performance is very dependent on the labeling and data curation quality in the upstream dataset and leaves unresolved the problem of obtaining generic representations with less dependence on labels. Ref. 18 proposes a weakly-supervised multi-modal pretraining method using paired satellite images and geo-located Wikipedia articles, and outperforms other pretraining strategies on fMoW classification when finetuned on small amounts of labeled data. However this is a rather different direction than SSL for learning representations and requires each satellite image to be paired to its corresponding article, which severely limits the amount of images that can be used. In this work, we investigate contrastive SSL for label-efficient learning on multi-resolution imagery, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been previously done. The three-faceted evaluation we perform with linear, finetuning and \(k\)-NN classification, is also more complete that what previous works have employed in their protocols.

3. METHOD

3.1 Datasets

We study the task of land use classification from satellite images, on the fMoW\(^8\) and RESISC45\(^9\) datasets.

fMoW\(^8\) is a large-scale dataset containing 363,571 RGB training images, across 62 fine-grained and diverse categories of functional land use. It provides several images from same locations over time, over 83,412 locations across 207 countries for training. Notably, the objects represented cover a varying range of ground resolution, from 0.5m for small structures (e.g., wind turbine) to 35m for large facilities (e.g., airport). As fMoW is a big, diverse, and multi-resolution dataset, we use it for self-supervised pretraining with the hope to learn rich semantic representations for remote sensing. We also use it for evaluation of the pretrained networks on the land use classification task with the included labels.

For complementarity, we selected RESISC45 for evaluation by transfer from fMoW pretraining to a separate downstream dataset. RESISC45 is of much smaller scale, with 18,900 RGB training images divided into 45 land use classes. The images are extracted from Google Earth from over 100 countries. The categories are similar or overlap with the ones in fMoW, and the data is characterized by a multi-resolution distribution close to fMoW, ranging from 0.2 to 30m. Despite this, there is a degree of domain gap between fMoW and RESISC45, at least through some unrelated categories, which is interesting for the evaluation of the transferability of features pretrained on fMoW.

Therefore, these two datasets are well suited for studying label-efficient representation learning on the task of multi-resolution and multi-scale land use classification.

3.2 Models

We employ the MoCo\(^1\) framework for contrastive SSL, specifically two different variants of the proposed MoCo-V2\(^{19}\) model. They differ in the selection of the positive views: we take (i) the usual MoCo setup of selecting two artificially augmented samples of the same image as positive views, and (ii) the MoCo with Temporal Positives (MoCoTP) setup,\(^6\) which leverages the temporal resolution of geospatial data for generating positive pairs, i.e., positive views are sampled in temporal sequences of spatially aligned images, and the same augmentations of the usual MoCo setup are then applied to these temporal views. Compared to the MoCoTP framework from Ref. 6, we further add two improvements: (i) additional augmentations for rotational invariance; (ii) a fixed loss function that removes the false temporal negatives in the learning process. These improvements are detailed in Appendix B.
We compare the two self-supervised methods against the following baselines: supervised pretraining on IN, pretraining with MoCo on IN, and random initialization (i.e., no pretraining). For RESISC45, we also add the baseline of supervised pretraining on fMoW (with the available land use labels), in addition to our SSL models on fMoW. We use a ResNet-50 encoder in all experiments.

The methods are evaluated for classification with three common evaluation procedures: (i) linear probing, that trains a logistic regression on top of frozen features from the pretrained encoder that maps to the output logits for each class of the target task; (ii) finetuning, which trains a logistic regression and also updates all the parameters of the network end-to-end with the target labels; (iii) \(k\)-NN, that matches the frozen feature of an image to the \(k\) nearest stored training features that votes for the label.

The SSL models are trained on all the images of the fMoW dataset (without labels). We then evaluate their performance against supervised baselines on the target classification task, by training a classifier on three subsets containing 1, 10, and 100\% of the labeled training data. When sampling a subset of the full training set (1\% and 10\% labels), we conduct 3 Monte Carlo experiments, so that the results account for variance induced by data selection. Sampling is stratified, i.e., we ensure that the overall distribution of classes is maintained in every subset.

The implementation details for datasets and trainings are provided in Appendix C.

### 4. RESULTS

#### 4.1 fMoW classification

##### 4.1.1 Baseline improvements

We first show the performance enhancements brought by our modifications to the SSL framework of Ref. 6. Table 1 shows the results of linear probing and finetuning on the 62-class land use classification task of MoW of the methods with the proposed improvements, compared to the results from Ref. 6. Models are evaluated with single-image top-1 F1-score averaged over classes as well as accuracy on the validation set of fMoW.

With 100\% labels, we see that our improved reproduction of MoCoTP increases performance by 4.36\% F1 compared to Ref. 6 in linear probing and 1.62\% in finetuning. This shows that the use of the rotation augmentations and the correction of false negatives in the loss function are helpful, especially for linear probing, which closes the gap with finetuning completely. As a note, the additional augmentations also improve all other baselines, e.g. it improves random initialization by 1.29\% F1, showing the general relevance of rotational invariance for satellite imagery.

##### 4.1.2 Label efficiency

We now study label-efficient classification on fMoW by evaluating the models with \(k\)-NN, linear, and finetuning classifiers, for fractions of 1, 10, and 100\% labeled training data. Table 2 shows the results. Figure 1 in the appendix provides a graphical view of the same results.
Table 2. Label-efficient land use classification on fMoW. We report top-1 F1-score (in %) on the fMoW validation set, for 1, 10 and 100% labeled training data, with $k$-NN, linear probing and finetuning classifiers. Methods are different pretrainings: “IN-” means using ImageNet transfer, “sup” means supervised pretraining, and “Random init” represents no pretraining. For 1% and 10% labels, the values are ‘mean (sd)’ of 3 runs with random sampling of a subset of the full training set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>1% labels</th>
<th>10% labels</th>
<th>100% labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$k$-NN</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Finetune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random init</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19.29 (1.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN-sup</td>
<td>21.04 (0.48)</td>
<td>32.41 (0.17)</td>
<td>39.43 (1.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN-MoCo</td>
<td>22.59 (0.19)</td>
<td>35.10 (0.26)</td>
<td>37.93 (0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCo</td>
<td>47.34 (0.22)</td>
<td>53.61 (0.30)</td>
<td>52.38 (0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCoTP</td>
<td>56.75 (0.41)</td>
<td>60.05 (0.11)</td>
<td>60.00 (0.43)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On linear probing, we observe that, while the supervised baseline shows poor generalization from few labels, the MoCo variants retain a much higher performance in comparison as the fraction of labels is reduced. On the fewest number of labels, MoCo and MoCoTP respectively give +30 and +35% accuracy against random initialization. In the semi-supervised settings of 1% and 10% labels, we see that MoCoTP respectively give 96% and 87% of the performance reached by 100% labels, and furthermore outperforms the IN-pretrained methods by large margins. These results indicate that in-domain contrastive SSL with the use of temporal priors is very efficient at learning semantic features from the upstream dataset.

When finetuning, interestingly, we see that MoCo and MoCoTP do not significantly improve performance against linear probing on the 1% and 10% settings. This means that they have learned to the best of their capacity to represent the classes linearly, which implies high-level semantic representations. On the contrary, IN-pretrained models are significantly improved by finetuning due to the domain gap between IN and fMoW; even so, they show inferior label efficiency that MoCo and MoCoTP, e.g., IN-supervised weights retains only 60% of its maximum performance on 1% of labels vs. 87% for MoCoTP. Perhaps surprisingly, we also remark that both MoCo and MoCoTP improve over the all supervised counterparts in the many-label regime of 100%, e.g., by +1.84% and +3.57% F1 respectively vs. random initialization, showing than SSL can also be useful if we have large quantities of annotations for a task.

Finally, under the $k$-NN evaluation, we see that MoCoTP outperforms all other methods, and that for 1% and 10% labels, it provides even better classifier than other pretrainings with finetuned networks – e.g., on 1% fMoW, MoCoTP with $k$-NN is better than finetuned IN-supervised weights by 18.82% F1. This further confirms that MoCoTP produces high quality and label-efficient features.

4.2 Transfer to RESISC45 classification

A main goal of representation learning is to improve generalization on new tasks and datasets through feature re-use. We then evaluate label-efficient transfer learning on the RESISC45 dataset, with the same three classifiers and fraction of labeled samples as in Sec. 4.1.2. Table 3 shows the results on the 45-class land use classification task of RESISC45. Models are evaluated with top-1 accuracy on the testing set. Figure 2 in the appendix provides a graphical view of the same results.

In the case of linear probing, we see that MoCo and MoCoTP pretrained on fMoW are label efficient with features adapted for linear classification on this different downstream dataset. While the supervised end-to-end baseline shows a large gap of performance of 74.83% accuracy between training of 100 and 1% of labels, due to the relatively small size of the dataset, the accuracy of MoCoTP for 1% of labels is only 23.64% accuracy lower than for 100% of labels, achieving 68.93%.

When finetuning, self-supervised features do not provide a significant advantage against IN pretraining when increasing the percentage of labeled data: we see that all the pretrained networks saturate on the full dataset at around 95% accuracy. Nevertheless, fMoW-MoCoTP pretraining is more label-efficient than other methods in the very-low label regime of 1%, outperforming IN-supervised pretraining by 5.28% accuracy. This shows the capability of specialized pretraining with MoCoTP to improve generalization from very few labels, as in this setting there is only 175 examples, about 4 examples per class.
Table 3. Label-efficient land use classification on RESISC45. We report top-1 accuracy (in %) on the RESISC45 testing set, for 1, 10 and 100% labeled training data, with $k$-NN, linear probing and finetuning classifiers. Methods are different pretrainings: “IN-” means transfer from ImageNet, “fMoW-” means transfer from fMoW, “sup” means supervised pretraining, and “Random init” represents no pretraining. For 1% and 10% labels, the values are ‘mean (sd)’ of 3 runs with random sampling of a subset of the full training set.

With $k$-NN classifiers, fMoW-MoCoTP features provide the best performance over all annotations regimes. When given 10% of labels, it is on par with fMoW-supervised pretraining on 100% labels, with 83.16 vs. 83.65% accuracy. Furthermore, on 100% of labels, it gives similar performance to from-scratch training (88.37 vs. 88.59% accuracy). Note that $k$-NN is the simplest and weakest classifier one can build on top of pretrained networks. These results indicate that in-domain SSL with temporal priors is effective and label-efficient for out-of-the-box transfer to a new downstream dataset.

5. CONCLUSION

We present a study of the annotation-efficiency of self-supervised contrastive learning for remote sensing, on the specific problem of multi-resolution and multi-scale land use classification. The results demonstrate the potential of methods based on MoCo, which provides a generalization capability from few labels that is not achievable with classical supervised predictors. We show that the use of MoCo with temporal positives further improves label-efficient learning. Our observations indicate that SSL is a promising direction for solving Earth observation tasks that have previously been inaccessible due to the scarcity of annotations. We can suppose that improvements to label efficiency could otherwise be promoted by scaling up the amount of pretraining data, performing more pretraining epochs, or using higher-capacity network architectures. Further work could include additional studies such as extending the sampling of sizes for the downstream datasets, investigating the multi-scale aspects of features, expanding to object detection tasks, and experimenting with different SSL methods, such as SwAV\textsuperscript{3} or BYOL\textsuperscript{4}.

APPENDIX A. GRAPHICAL VIEW OF LABEL-EFFICIENT CLASSIFICATION

Figure 1. Label-efficient land use classification on fMoW. These values correspond to Tab. 2 in the main text, see the table caption for description.
Figure 2. Label-efficient land use classification on RESISC45. These values correspond to Tab. 3 in the main text, see the table caption for description.

APPENDIX B. BASELINE IMPROVEMENT DETAILS

Compared to the framework of Ref. 6, we add two modifications to improve the models in our experiments.

B.1 Additional augmentations

In addition to the geometric and color perturbations of MoCo-V2, we apply random horizontal flips and rotations by multiples of $90^\circ$. Since the data augmentation scheme plays a leading role in contrastive learning, we aim to learn representations more suited to overhead images thanks to rotational invariance. These additional augmentations are also used for supervised finetuning of all MoCo models and baselines.

B.2 False temporal negatives removal in MoCoTP

MoCo learns to match an input query $q$ to a key $k^+$ (representing the encoded views of the same sample) among a set of negative keys $k^-$, using the instance discrimination pretext task—we refer readers to Ref. 1 for details on MoCo. MoCo uses the popular choice of InfoNCE for the contrastive loss:

$$
L(q, k^+) = -\log \frac{\exp(q \cdot k^+/\tau)}{\exp(q \cdot k^+/\tau) + \sum_k \exp(q \cdot k^-/\tau)}
$$

(1)

where $\tau$ is a temperature scaling parameter.

MoCoTP extends the instance discrimination pretext task to use spatially aligned images from different times as positives. This is implemented as a drop-in replacement for $q$ and $k^+$ in Eq. (1). However, this can introduce false negatives. Indeed, at each iteration of training, it may happen that the set of negatives $k^-$ contains temporal views for samples of the current mini-batch of queries. Such false negatives will cause an incorrect repulsion between the embeddings of similar samples. To what extent this is detrimental to the learned representations depends on the probability of sampling temporal pairs in the training set, as well as on the size of the queue. To avoid the false negatives to interfere with the learning objective, we simply mask out the logits $q \cdot k^-$ in the InfoNCE loss in (1) for every $k^-$ that happens to be a temporal view of $q$.

APPENDIX C. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Here we describe the datasets and training settings used for experiments.

C.1 Datasets details

C.1.1 fMoW

Following Refs. 8 and 6, we use the fMoW-RGB products in our experiments, which provides 3-bands imagery at 0.5m ground resolution. We use the official train and validation splits, composed of 363,571 images and 50,041 images respectively. Preprocessing is applied identically to Ref. 8 and input images are resized to $224 \times 224$ pixels.
C.1.2 RESISC45

We use the 224×224 images of RESISC45 without specific preprocessing. We use the train/validation/test splits defined in Ref. 17, composed of 18,900, 6,300 and 6,300 images respectively.

C.2 Training details

In all our experiments, we use a ResNet-50 architecture for the encoder. For linear, finetuning and k-NN evaluation, all our hyperparameters apply to both fMoW and RESISC45 experiments, and are the same regardless of the training subset size. We use the PyTorch framework in our code which is based on the official implementation of Ref. 6*. All trainings are performed on compute nodes with 4 Tesla V100 GPUs.

C.2.1 MoCo pretraining

Pretraining with the two MoCo variants is performed with the following hyperparameters: learning rate of 3e-2 with a cosine schedule, batch size of 256, dictionary queue size of 65536, temperature scaling of 0.2, SGD optimizer with a momentum of 0.9, weight decay of 1e-4. We use MoCo-V2 as the contrastive framework.19 The data augmentation scheme is the random composition of resized cropping, horizontal flipping, color jittering, Gaussian blur, horizontal flipping, and 90° rotations. Pretraining is performed for 200 epochs.

C.2.2 Linear probing

For linear evaluations, we train a supervised linear classifier on top of frozen features from the output of the ResNet global average pooling layer. For MoCo methods, we use a learning rate of 1 reduced by a multiplicative factor of 0.5 when the validation loss plateaus for 5 epochs, a batch size of 256, no weight decay, and only random resized cropping for the augmentations. For supervised methods, hyperparameters are identical except we use a learning rate of 1e-3. All models are trained with cross-entropy loss until convergence of the validation loss, and evaluated on epoch with the best top-1 accuracy on the validation set.

C.2.3 Finetuning

For finetuning evaluations, we initialize networks with the pretrained weights and adapt them during training. For MoCo methods, we use a learning rate of 3e-4 for ResNet weights and 1 for the final classification layer, reduced reduced by a multiplicative factor of 0.5 when the validation loss plateaus for 2 epochs; a batch size of 256, no weight decay, and the same augmentations used for MoCo pretraining. For supervised methods, hyperparameters are identical except we use a single learning rate of 1e-3 and weight decay of 1e-4. All models are trained with cross-entropy loss until convergence of the validation loss, and evaluation on epoch with the best top-1 accuracy on the validation set.

C.2.4 k-NN

We adopt the weighted nearest neighbors classifier of Ref. 10, following common practice. We freeze the pretrain model to compute features at the output of the ResNet global average pooling layers. We do not apply any data augmentation. The classifier has only one hyperparameter: the number of nearest neighbors k. We tune k and find that a value of 200 consistently works best for our MoCo methods; we then use this value across all experiments.

C.2.5 ImageNet-pretrained weights

We use available pretrained networks on IN-1K23 for baselines. For the IN-supervised method, we use the standard weights available in the torchvision† library. For the IN-MoCo method, we take the official weights of MoCo-V2 pretrained for 200 epochs‡.

---

*https://github.com/sustainlab-group/geography-aware-ssl
†https://pytorch.org/vision
‡available at https://github.com/facebookresearch/moco
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